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COMPANY PROFILE 



 SCALATEX is a dynamic, young but experienced company 

and gives ready-made source and production chances for 

foreign clothes companies in Turkey.



 SCALATEX is one of the best and securest ready-made 

producers in İstanbul / Turkey since 2000 when it was 

founded with its knitted production capacity. Factory is 

located on an area of 4.000m². Factory’s production is half-

integrated to 15 million Euro endorsement with a monthly 

capacity of 400-450 thousand items and 80% of products are 

manufactured in the factory. We work with sub-contractors 

for the rest.



 SCALATEX protects its competition power in the market by 

offering high quality services and products. Our politics is 

first to understand our customers correctly and produce trial 

products to meet their expectations perfectly.



 We take “guaranteed customer satisfaction” principle as the 

basis in all our operations.

 We offer you quality products in our factory and help you 

with safe and cost efficient results.

 If your products are already being produced in Turkey, we can 

inspect works for you and guarantee the quality of service.



 We export 30% of our products to Germany, 10% to Italy, 

10% to France, 40% to England and the rest of 10% to 

countries like Denmark, Britain, Sweden etc … Our market 

share continuously increases as a result of quality service and 

products. We work with leading brands of the world.



 We have worked through agencies with many customers in 

the recent times. But we recognized that direct relationships 

with customers gained us important benefits. We 

experienced price decreases, easiness in communication and 

fast information transition with direct relationship with 

customers. These experiences returned us with a better 

customer satisfaction, correct timing, speed and price in 

summary



 We are offering best service within quicker delivery with the

team over 300 workers, which experienced in their own

profession as cutting, sewing, finishing, packing, trimming, 

linking, mending, metal detection.



SAMPLING /PATTERN DEPT.





FABRIC CONTROL/CUTTING DEPT.





SEWING DEPT



QUALITY CONTROL DEPT



IRONING/METAL DETECTOR/PACKING 

DEPT.



PANORAMIC OVERVIEW



SHOWROOM AND STYLES
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SCALA TEKSTIL

TURIZM REKLAM GIDA TARIM URUNLERI

SAN. ve DIS TIC. LTD. STI. 

 Adress ; U. Mumcu Street 2263 Avenua No:33 Sultangazi / 

İSTANBUL / TURKEY

 TEL: 0090212668 6267

 FAX:00902126686284 

 CONTACT :

 MEHMET SEÇKİN [mehmet@scalatex.com]


